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Home VTech Kidizoom SmartWatch DX2 - Black - Online Exclusive Image Not Available forColour: Not Sure If VTech Kidizoom Is Worth Buying? We find out in today's review of SmartGeekWrist.com. To move your child towards the use of technology and develop your mind, you need to
give him something that he can nurture. This is where the second-generation VTech Kidizoom Smartwatch DX comes into play. This Vtech watch is a great mix of educational programs and fun tools that will engage children for hours. Check out our review and I'll show you how this class
(not just the clock) will teach and entertain young minds. Some of the links below are affiliate links, which means, at no extra cost to you, we can make a commission if you click and make a purchase. Introduction VTech Kidizoom DX smartwatch is intended for use for children from 4-9
years of age. It has a bright, clear touchscreen interface that's easy to navigate and intuitive for young people who may be using this technology for the first time. It is designed as an educational tool and contains many interesting features that help children learn things like telling time and
taking pictures. We'll dig more into features and apps a little later. Vtech Watch design and color Strap is soft, comfortable and flexible for all wrist sizes, and bright colors are perfect for children. A total of 6 colors are available. Royal Blue, Vivid Violet, Pink, Camouflage, Red Flame and
Floral Swirl. The red flame version has a royal blue bracelet, and the floral vortex has a vivid bonus for the purple bracelet, and the rest don't! [By clicking on the image below, they take you to that product page] Camera &amp; Video This smartwatch has a dual camera system that allows
the user to take pictures of themselves (selfies) and also what they point at hand through the side camera. The 0.3-megapixel camera at the top can capture images with a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. Given the cost, the quality of the camera is great for gaming. What I really love about
the camera is that it has a lot of fun photo filters, frames and effects. It seems that children love them very much while playing with funny effects and make their photography items look silly. This watch is a great choice for your young photographer! The second camera is located on the
upper side of the watch where the strap is fastened. Taking pictures of things in front of you is easy because you just need to point out your hand and click. This Kidizoom smartwatch also has the ability to record video! It can record 320 x 240 pixel videos or 160 x 120 pixels. The maximum
length of video recording is 60 seconds. While the resolution of the video is not outstanding, it is good for a children's watch. The photo format is Standard Baseline JPEG, and the video format is AVI (Motion JPEG). Games and activities Children's smartwatch 2nd generation has a total of 5
built-in games, 3 fun activities and 3 action challenges built-in smart motion sensor. And that's not all. It also has a download center called VTech's Learning Lodge where you'll find more downloaded and regularly updated content. The 5 built-in games are Jumping Egg, Music Town, Tic-
Tac-Toe, Super Snowboard and Super Boarder. They're not very playstation-worthy, but they're fun for young people. 3 activities are called Monster Identity, Funny Face Detector, and Sound Shaker. In the end, the 3 action challenges are Racing Run, Crazy Dance and Funky Jump. What I
can say about them is that a small child between the ages and about 4-9 will love them. It has a pedometer that can count steps or any movement. But you should know that it is actually for entertainment purposes and the company claims that it may not be completely accurate. It works in
conjunction with a motion sensor to encourage children to be active and exercise more with the active game challenges built into the watch. Recommended Next: See how this model compares to other children's smartwatches. Learning tools If you want to teach your child how to tell the
exact time, this product is something you might want to consider. Why? It has 50 built-in 3D watch faces that encourage children to check their time more often, and there's a Time Master learning how to tell the time. This VTech smartwatch has an alarm and a stopwatch, which are some
excellent accessories. Storage &amp; Sync VTech Kidizoom DX has a total memory of 256 MB. That's not huge, but the company says you can take about 1,600 photos or 23 minutes of 320 x 240-pixel video or 11 minutes of 640 x 480 pixel video. Each video is limited to 1 minute. You'll get
a Micro USB 2.0 cable to connect to your computer. Use this cable to copy smartwatch data to your computer. Parental control Are you worried that your child will play with the watch too long and hurt their eyes? That doesn't have to be a concern with 2. You can limit how long your child will
play games. It can be set to 30, 60, 90 minutes or without restrictions per day. In fact, if you decide that your child should not play games on it during school hours, you have options. You can freeze games on your watch remotely! Battery and charging Works using a non-removable Li-ion
Polymer battery. As for battery life, the official literature says it will last 2 weeks on low use, 2-3 days on typical use and 1 day on heavy use. Things, like playing games and recording videos, are sure to drain battery life faster. Kidizoom DX does not include a dedicated charger, but instead
uses a Micro USB 2.0 cable. You must charge it by connecting to your computer using a USB cable. There is no GPS Unfortunately, most parents want to be careful where their child goes, especially the little one in the house. Unfortunately, this feature does not come complete with Kidizo
SmartWatch DX. You can't find your child's whereabouts that's. I don't know why VTech hasn't considered it yet. This individual feature could have attracted thousands of good parents to buy this product. I suppose a jump in the price that GPS commands make too expensive for a
smartwatch for a small child. What else is in the Vtech watch? Other features include: Alarm Stopwatch Timer Calculator Calendar Voice Recorder Editor's Suggestion: Should You Buy VTech Kidizoom DX? You've come up with the most important question. As a parent should you buy it for
your child? If he is aged 4-9 years, this is a really fun gift for a small child! Kidizoom DX is a smart toy via smartwatch. Even a camera/video recorder in itself is enough to make a child have fun with this watch. We also love the app while talking, which makes learning to make time fun. He's
missing a few fields. I wish this VTech watch had GPS and a fully waterproof build (it's just splashproof). Otherwise, you'd get a full five-star rating from me. In addition, VTech Kidizoom DX is a great purchase for toddlers and the best on the market right now. Image not available forColour:
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